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clean and protect your aircraft
in one application

drywash fast active
drywash defence



about us
RMX was founded in the UK in 2016 with a specific mission to change 
and improve the way owners and operators manage aircraft 
appearance. We utilise our specific expertise in next generation 
polymer engineering to create non-hazardous, high performing, 
environmentally responsible and  commercially advantageous 
protective coatings which we build into cleaning products in 
order to allow users to clean and protect their  aircraft in one 
application, for a single cost.

Our Drywash Fast Active waterless aircraft cleaner is a global 
leader, being amongst the most rigorously tested and 
approved on the market. It is proven throughout the 
world, being widely used from global airlines to 
business jets and light aircraft.  The product is 
proven to maintain high performance across 
the harshest of operating environments. It 
of course also includes the RMX 
signature protective coating.      



outstanding clean leaving
a shiny finish

enhances corporate colours

creates an invisible protective
barrier over paint

high performance
RMX Drywash Fast Active works by using advanced polymer technology 

to create polymer strains of up to 13 molecules each, which are 
suspended in pure water. Once the product is sprayed onto the 

surface one set of polymers work to identify the dirt, they lift and 
begin to dissolve the dirt, whilst another set of polymers form a 

protective barrier on the surface.

After around 30 seconds, it is possible to wipe over the surface 
removing the dirt whilst the protective layer is left behind and will 

last up to 4 months in order to remain effective until the next 
cleaning event. Finally the last set of polymers will work to 

leave a high gloss shiny finish without the need for 
polishes or wax.

The use of RMX Drywash Fast Active will not 
only provide an effective clean, but 

enhance and protect corporate 
colours on the aircraft between 

cleans.



environmental
impact improved

saves an average airline
13.5m litres of water per year

reduces carbon emissions
by 88% over wet wash

does not contain any
hazardous substances



use in conjunction with maintenance

use indoor or outdoor

use at base or on line

full or partial cleans

extend cleaning intervals

reduced
aircraft downtime



Boeing BSS7432

Boeing D6-17487

Airbus AIMS09 00 002

AMS AMS1530C

PPG GLP21237

tested approved



globally proven

used by…
major global airlines

private jet charter

general aviation

…across the world



quality
guaranteed

created

developed

manufactured

in Great Britain
Stocked in Europe,

The Middle East, USA and Africa



airline
Our unique position in the market as a manufacturer means 
we can offer our products either through our own global 
distribution network, through which, stocks are held across 
multiple continents.  Where required, we can supply directly 
to the airline or aircraft operator. We can also if requested 
supply the product directly to an airlines chosen aircraft 
cleaning provider.

In some markets, we are also able to offer a full turn key 
cleaning provision in conjunction with our aircraft 
cleaning partners. Please ask us for further 
details on the markets and bases covered if 
this is of interest.

supplied directly to
the airline

supplied to the airlines
chosen cleaning partner

full aircraft cleaning
service offered



drywash defence

adapted for military
matte paint

same RMX high
performance

clean but not shiny

We have developed a specific variant of our latest  Drywash product 
which has been engineered specifically for matte military paint. The 
product keeps the same chemical structure in order to comply with 
our approvals and maintains the same high performance users 
expect from RMX, however no longer leaves the shiny finish you 
see on gloss surfaces. We call this “clean but not shiny”.

Of course the product still includes the signature RMX protective coating.    
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